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We point out the inadequacy of two widely used approaches of formulating the amplitude attenuation of seismic waves, 
the formulation of mean-field attenuation and that of scattering coefficient under the single scattering approximation. Using 
a one-dimensional layered slab, we show that the attenuation of the mean field is merely a statistical effect caused by'phase 
interference among different realizations of the random wave ensemble, and does not represent the amplitude attenuation. 
We will call the attenuation coefficient of the mean field as the randomization coefficient in order to distinguish it from the 
amplitude attenuation coefficient. 

We also show that the scattering coefficient method leads to the same result as the first order approximation to the 
renormalized perturbation series (or the bilocal approximation to Dyson's equation) of the mean field. Therefore these two 
approaches are equivalent to a certain degree. This is also shown by using the one-dimensional layered slab model as an 
example. 

After pointing out the incorrectness of comparing experiments on amplitude attenuation with the mean field formulation, 
we suggest and discuss some methods of obtaining the mean field in experiments. For one-dimensional problems, the samples 
must be taken along the whole propagation path in order to use a spatial average to substitute for ensemble average. For 
a three-dimensional wave field, measurements over a large seismic array can be used to obtain the mean field. The data 
from Lasa measured by Aki are used to compare with theory; the agreement between them is good. Finally we compare 
the mean-field attenuation (randomization) and the amplitude attenuation using the back-halfspace-integration approxima- 
tion introduced by Wu, and compare them with the measured data by Aki. The comparison shows further the inability of 
the mean-field formulation in dealing with the problem of amplitude attenuation. 

Introduction 

The re  is an increas ing interes t  in measu r ing  and  

mode l ing  scat ter ing and  a t t enua t i on  of short  

per iod  seismic waves in i n h o m o g e n e o u s  med ia  

[1-12] .  Two ma in  approaches  have b e e n  used to 

t reat  theoret ical ly  the a t t enua t i on  due  to scat ter-  

ing by r a n d o m  inhomogene i t i es .  O n e  is the scat- 

te r ing  coefficient m e t h o d  [2, 4, 13], which calcu- 

lates the f ract ional  energy  loss using the single 

scat ter ing approx imat ion ,  based on  Pekeris  [14] 

and  Che rnov ' s  [15] work.  The  o ther  is the m e a n  

field approach,  in which the statistical en semb le -  
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m e a n  of the wave field is t aken ,  and  the a t t enu -  

a t ion  of the mean- f ie ld  der ived f rom the m e a n -  

field equa t ion  is t rea ted  as the averaged ampl i tude  

a t t e nua t i on  of seismic waves [16-20] .  This m e t h o d  

was bo r rowed  f rom the similar  approach  in q u a n -  

t um field theory,  which has a wel l -deve loped  for- 

mu la t i on  and  approx ima t ion  methods .  The  fo rmu-  

la t ion has been  t ransfer red  first to wave p ropaga-  

t ion in r a n d o m  media  [21-31] ,  then  to seismic 

waves. However ,  m a n y  authors  failed to recognize 

the differences be tween  the a t t e nua t i on  of the 

' m e a n  field' or the ' cohe ren t  field' and  the a t t enu-  

a t ion  of the actual  measu red  field. In  the practice 

of seismology, because  of the smal lness  of the size 

of a de tec tor  compared  with the wavelength ,  the 

actual ly measu red  wave ampl i tude  is no t  the 
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amplitude of the mean field and there has been 
little work done on obtaining the 'mean field'. 
Therefore,  the usual comparison between the 
measured amplitude attenuation and the calcu- 
lated mean-field attenuation made by some 
authors cannot produce meaningful results. In 
fact, the attenuation of the mean field is a different 
physical quantity from the amplitude attenuation. 
It is only a statistical effect that measures the rate 
of randomization or the rate of losing coherence 
among members of a wave ensemble when passing 
through a random medium. Therefore,  more cor- 
rectly, the 'attenuation coefficient' of the mean 
field should be called the 'randomization 
coefficient'. 

Interestingly, these two approaches lead to a 
similar result (see equation (27) in [25], comparing 
with Ch. 3 in [15]), even though the starting point 
and the condition of applicability of them are quite 
different. The scattering coefficient method 
assumes the single-scattering approximation and 
is thus only valid for a small-volume random 
medium; while the mean-field attenuation is 
derived under the assumption of an infinite 
random medium and has included the multiple- 
scattering effect. 

In this paper we will clarify the concept and 
meaning of mean-field attenuation and prove the 
equivalence of results from the mean-field formu- 
lation and from the scattering coefficient method 
under certain conditions. Then we will discuss how 
to obtain the mean field in experiments and com- 
pare the data from a large aperture seismic array 
to the theoretical prediction. Finally we will com- 
pare the mean field attenuation with the recently 
developed formulation for average amplitude 
attenuation using the back-halfspace-integration 
approximation. 

1. The randomization coefficient-  the 
attenuation coefficient of the mean field 

In order  to show the meaning of the attenuation 
coefficient of the mean field, we shall start with a 
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totally statistical method working on a one 
dimensional model. Consider a plane scalar wave 
of frequency to incident on a random medium 
composed of n statistically independent 
homogeneous layers. Every layer has the same 
velocity mean Co, the same velocity variance, 
which is small in order to have the medium weakly 
inhomogeneous, and the same thickness a. Thus 
the random medium is a family of infinite com- 
binations of these layers. 

Suppose for a given layer that the actual velocity 
is C (homogeneous within the layer). We define 
S = C o / C  as refractive index or relative slowness, 
so the wave number k in that layer will be 

tO tO 
k . . . .  s 

c Co 

= kos = ko(1 + 8s), (1.1) 

where 8s is the fluctuating part of s, and ko is the 
average wave number. The phase deviation result- 
ing from the traversal of that random layer is 
k a - k o a  =koaSs.  Therefore,  the r.m.s, phase 
deviation, will be 

~t~a = { (koaS$)2)  1/2 

= koa{Ss2) 1/2 = koa3", (1.2) 

where 3' = (8s2) 1/2 is the r.m.s, deviation of refrac- 

tive index, which we will call fluctuation index. 
The phase variance resulting from the traversal of 

all the n layers is 

( 8 ~  2) = n (ko3"a) 2. (1.3) 

For the case koa >> 1, and neglecting the energy 
attenuation (i.e. letting the amplitude remain con- 
stant) we can write the scalar random wave after 

passing n layers as 

0 = t~0 e i't~ = 0 o  e i(~'°+8~'), (1.4) 

where 0o is the incident plane wave, ~bo = kona is 
the phase change of the wave passing through the 
n layer-medium having a uniform wave velocity 
Co, and 84~ is the phase deviation. Suppose &b is 
a normal random variable (here &b is a sum of a 
large number of independent identically dis- 



tributed random variables), then 

= 0o  e i'~° e -<8'~2>/2 (1.5) 

(see, e.g. [36], Ch. 14). Setting the propagating 
distance x =  na, in (1.3) and substituting into (1.5) 
we get 

{~b) = ~0 e i*° e -v2k2ax/2 

= O0 e i*° e -~x, (1.6) 

where 

( 8 ~  2) --  y 2 k 2 a  (1.7) 
u=  2x 2 

is the randomization coefficient or the attenuation 
coefficient of the mean field. The result (1.7) for 
the case of ka >> 1 is the same as that obtained by 
other methods, such as that of Uscinski ([33], 
formula 4-3) by the parabolic approximation of 
the mean field equation, Tatarski ([27], 29a) by 
applying the renormalization procedure to the 
perturbation solutions, Howe ([29], 6.3) by binary 
interaction approximations (or the first order 
smoothing method) to the mean field equation and 
Keller [23], Karal and Keller [25] 1 by a second- 
order approximation solution to the stochastic 
equation. In some of these derivations the com- 
plexities of mathematics tended to obscure the  
physical meaning of the results. From our deriva- 
tion, which did not go into the detailed physical 
structure or the pertinent differential equations, 
we can see that the attenuation of the mean field 
amplitude as expressed by (1.6) is a totally statis- 
tical effect, namely the result of phase interference 
when taking an ensemble average, since we have 
neglected the energy attenuation (the effect of 
amplitude attenuation on the decrease of the mean 
field is much smaller than that of phase randomiz- 

1 See equation (27) of Karal and Keller [25], which is 
identical to the result obtained by the energy scattering formu- 
lation under the single-scattering approximation (e.g. Cernov 
[15]). We shall show that the two approaches are identical. 
Therefore the formula (59) of [15] for ka >> 1 represents the 
same result for that case. 
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ations). The amplitude of the mean field will 
depend on the degree of randomness of phase ~b, 
which increases with distance of propagation. 
Therefore, we can label the 'attenuation 
coefficient' of the mean field as the randomization 
coefficient. 

The randomization coefficient u increases with 
the scale of inhomogeneities a (correlation 
length), which further proves intuitively that u is 
only a measure of the rate of randomization. This 
is because when the scale of inhomogeneity 
increases (i.e. when the number of layers decreases 
for a given x), the energy loss due to reflections 
should decrease, contrary to the mean field attenu- 
ation (1.7). In the limiting case, when a grows to 
infinity, namely the scale of homogeneities 
becomes greater than the propagation distance, 
the medium for our model becomes homogeneous, 
but is still random. Because there is no reflection 
during propagation in the medium, there should 
be no amplitude attenuation; however, for ran- 
domization of phase, it reaches a maximum. Set- 
ting a = x in (1.6), we get 

(~b) = I~0 e i~° e -v2k2x2/2, (1.8) 

the same result as obtained by the random Taylor 
expansion method (see [28], 3.101). 

2. The randomization coefficient 
and the scattering coefficient 

The scattering coefficient approach computes 
the attenuation coefficient as the fractional energy 
loss from the primary wave by scattering per unit 
distance of propagation under the single scattering 
approximation. This approximation implies that 
all the scattered energy is lost from the primary 
wave field. Therefore, when distance is small, it 
leads to the same result as the mean field attenu- 
ation approach under the bilocal approximation 
for the renormalized mean field equation (Dyson's 
equation). We will show it briefly as follows. 

We adopt the smoothing method in the operator 
form for the derivation of Dyson's equation and 
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its bilocal approximation (see [28] IVC). Suppose 
4' is the random field in question. It can be decom- 
posed into a mean part (4') and a fluctuating part 

84,, 

4' = (4') + 84, (2.1) 

where 84' has the property (84')= 0. Suppose 4' 
satisfies a random linear wave equation 

L4' = (Lo + L1)4' = F, (2.2) 

where L is a linear operator, L1 is its random part, 
Lo is the operator for the corresponding non- 
random medium, and F is the source term. 
Defining Go as the Green function operator of Lo 
(namely the inverse operator of L0), we get from 
(2.2) 

4' = G o F -  GoLI4'.  (2.3) 

Now we introduce, for convenience, the averaging 
operator P such that 

(4') = P4', 64/= (I - P)4', (2.4) 

where I is the identity operator. Knowing the rules 
for P operation, 

P L x P  = 0 (i.e.(Lx(4')) = 0), 

PGo = GoP, (2.5) 

P F = F ,  

we get a relation between the mean field (4') and 
the fluctuating field 64' by applying the averaging 
operator to (2.3) 

(4") = G o F  - GoPLx84'. (2.6) 

If we call G o F  the primary field 4'°, (2.6) can be 
written as 

(4") = 4"0_ Go(L~84"). (2.7) 

On the other hand, from (2.4) and (2.3) we derive 

84" = - ( 7 o ( I  - P )Lx  ((4") + 84'). (2.8) 

By formally iterating the above equation, we get 

84"= ~ [ - G o ( I - P ) L 1 ] " ( 4 " ) .  (2.9) 
n = l  
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Substituting (2.9) into (2.6) results in the Dyson's 
equation in operator form, 

(4') = GoF + GoM(4'), 

M = -  ~. P L ~ [ - G o ( I - P ) L t ] " P ,  (2.10) 
n = l  

where M is the so-called mass operator in quan- 
tum field theory. 

Notice that the Dyson's equation is an exact 
equation for the mean field. If we take the first 
order approximation to the mass operator M in 
(2.10), we derive the so-called bilocal approxima- 
tion of Dyson's equation 2 or the first order 
smoothing approximation of the mean field, 

(4') = GoF + GoPLtGoLI (4 ' ) .  (2.11) 

We notice that the first order approximation of 
the mass operator in (2.10) is equivalent to the 
first order approximation to the fluctuating field 
in (2.9) 

60  = - G o L x ( O ) ,  (2.12) 

which is the modified (or local) Born approxima- 
tion for the fluctuating field. This can be seen by 
substituting the above approximation (2.12) into 
(2.6). Since (2.6) is an exact relation, we conclude 
that the modified Born approximation for the 
fluctuating field is equivalent to the bilocal 
approximations for the mean field. 

Now we proceed to prove the equivalence of 
the scattering coefficient approach to the mean 
field approach under bilocal approximations. The 
scattered field 0',  which has a different physical 
meaning from the fluctuating field, is defined by 

¢0= 0°+4 '  ' (2.13) 

2 Originally Dyson's equation was derived by Dyson by 
using the renormalization procedure to the mean perturbation 
series, and the biloeal approximation was first introduced in 
the form of Feynman diagrams by Bourret under the name of 
'one-fiction approximation' [20,21] (also see Frisch [28] 
IV B). Since then similar approximations have been derived 
under different names, e.g. bilocal approximation [26, 27], 
second-order approximation to the stochastic equation 
[25, 24], binary interaction approximation [29, 30], etc. 
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where 4/ is the actual random field, 4/° is the 
primary field, or the field when there are no 
inhomogeneities. The scattered field 4/' is there- 
fore the field caused by the presence of 
inhomogeneities. 

For a short travel distance, the scattered field 
4/' can be calculated by the Born approximation, 

4/' = -GoL14/° .  (2.14) 

Because of the smallness of distance, the mean 
field (4/) differs only slightly from the primary field 
4/°. Therefore, the scattered field 4/' calculated by 
the Born approximation will be nearly equal to 
the fluctuating field 84/calculated by the modified 
Born approximation (2.12). It has been shown 
that, on average, energy can only flow from the 
mean field to the random field (in accordance with 
the second law of thermodynamics, [31]). There- 
fore, the mean field intensity will decrease con- 
tinuously due to the energy loss by converting to 
the random field. If the total energy of the scat- 
tered field 4/' is considered to be lost, the field 
attenuation will have the same rate as the mean 
field because of the approximate equality between 
(2.12) and (2.14). 

From what has been shown above, we know 
that the single-scattering approximation and the 
assumption of total loss of scattered energy lead 
to the equivalence of the energy scattering 
coefficient and the mean field attenuation. In fact, 
unlike the fluctuating field 84/, the energy of the 
scattered field can be transferred back to the total 
field. The scattered energy is not necessarily lost 
totally. Suppose the primary wave is travelling 
along the x-direction through an n layered 
medium. For the second layer there is a loss of 
energy due to single-scattering in the layer but it 
also gains some energy from the waves scattered 
by the first layer. For the third layer, the wave 
will gain scattered energy from single-scattering 
by the second layer and from double scattering by 
the first layer. Generally, the n th layer will gain 
scattered energy from layers 1 through n -  1. In 
the case of large scale inhomogeneities (ka  >> 1), 
when forward scattering is dominant, the energy 
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loss by scattering can be quite different from the 
result obtained by the Born approximation, 
especially in the forward direction. Even when the 
criterion for the Born approximation is satisfied, 
namely that the fractional energy loss calculated 
by single-scattering formula is much smaller than 
1, the frequency dependence of the total field 
attenuation obtained by considering multiple scat- 
tering will be different from the single scattering 
approximation. This can be seen from the 
frequency dependence of the directivity pattern 
of the scattered energy. The directivity of the mean 
intensity of the scattered field for the correlation 
functions e -'/a is [15] 

1 
f (O) = (1 +4ko2a 2 sin 2 10 2, (2.15) 3)  

where O is the angle between incident wave and 
scattered wave, ko is the wave number and a is 
the correlation length. For greater k0, more scat- 
tered energy will be concentrated in the forward 
direction so that scattered energy loss will deviate 
more seriously from the calculation of the single- 
scattering approximation. 

To make the physical meaning clearer, we will 
use again the one-dimensional wave propagation 
model over the sliced random slab. Suppose that 
the primary wave is 

4/° = A  e ik°x, (2..16) 

and there is no energy loss during propagation 
(neglecting reflections). In spite of this, as shown 
below, we will find that there is a scattering loss 
equal to the mean field attenuation, if we follow 
the scattering coefficient approach. 

The one-dimensional scalar wave equation is 

(~7 2 + k2)4/= 0, 

[~7 2 + ko2(1 + 8s)214/ 

= [~7 2 + k02(1 + 28s + 8s2)]4/ 

= 0, (2.17) 

where 8s is the fluctuating part of the refractive 
index (see (1.1)). Neglecting the 8s 2 term and using 
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(2.13), we get 

( V  2 + k 2)O ' = - k  2o26Sq~. (2.18) 

Now we solve the equation for the scattering field 
by the first slice. Since a6s is small, we can use 
the Born approximation 

(V 2 + k~)0' = -2k26s00.  (2.19) 

Knowing the 1-D wave Green  function ([34], 

g(x ,  x ' )  - -1  _ikolx-x'l (2.20) 
-- 2k0 c 

and recognizing that 

L1 = 2k28s ,  (2.21) 

we obtain the scattered field under the Born 
approximation 

ffJ'(x) = - f g (x ,  x ')LI~O°(x ') d x '  

I = ~ e ik° lx -x ' l (2k~Ss)A  e ik°x' d x '  
Ago 

So ~ i 2 = A ~ o  (2ko&) e ik°~ dx 

= A eik°Xiko6sa 

= d/°iko3sa. (2.22) 

In obtaining (2.22) we use the fact that x I> a/> x', 
where a is the thickness of the layer, in view of 
the assumption that all the scattered energy goes 
to the positive x-direction. 

For  our special model we can, in fact, use a 
simpler derivation for scattered waves (2.22). We 
know that the phase deviation for the wave after 
passing through a layer is koa6s ,  then the resultant 
field will be 

= A e !k°x+ik°aSs 

= 0° + 0'.  (2.23) 

Therefore,  we have 

~o'= ¢ , - 0  o 

= O°(e ik°ans- 1). (2.24) 

When koa6s  is small, 

~ '  = O°ikoa6s.  

The mean intensity of the scattered field is 

(1¢'12) = (~, '~0'*)  

= (14s°12(k~a28sZ))  

= [ O ° l k g a 2 y  2 

(2.25) 

(2.26) 

where y is the r.m.s, deviation of refractive index 
(see 1.2). If we assume that the  total energy scat- 
tered by single-scattering is lost, the energy loss 
by scattering of the whole n-layer slab will be 
proportional  to n(lO'12), because of the indepen- 
dence between different layers. Therefore  the 
scattering coefficient defined as the fractional 
energy loss per unit distance by passing through 
the random slab will be 

1 n(14/12)__ n k ~ a 2 y  2 

na  14t°[ 2 na  

= k ~ a y  2 

= 2u, (2.27) 

where u is the field randomization coefficient, i.e. 
the attenuation coefficient of the mean field 
defined by (1.6) and (1.7). We know that the 
intensity of the mean field will decrease as 

I<¢,)l = = 1¢,°12 e -=~x, (2.28) 

so we can see how the premise of the total loss of 
single-scattered energy leads to an identity 
between the scattering coefficient and the attenu- 
ation coefficient of the mean field energy. 

3. On acquiring exper imenta l  data of the  m e a n  

field with  an e x a m p l e  f rom Lasa 

A random medium by mathematical definition 
is an ensemble or a family of innumerable 
inhomogeneous components.  Each component,  
with a certain probability of existence, differs from 
others in its detailed structure, but there are some 
statistical similarities among all components. 
When we consider wave propagation in a random 
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medium, we are dealing therefore with a random 
wave, namely an  infinitely large family of waves, 
each propagating in an inhomogeneous medium 
with a certain probability. The mean of a random 
wave field is the ensemble average over the whole 
wave family. Therefore,  statistically, the average 
should be taken over a great many experiments 
for different members of the considered random 
medium under the same condition. For seismic 
wave propagation in the earth, the ensemble 
average may be approximated by a spatial average 
in certain cases in view of the ergodicity, or as 
considered within the framework of a 'pseudo- 
random medium' [35, 28]. However,  when taking 
spatial averages, the non-random phase relation 
between waves at different points must be taken 
into account. In the case of ka >> 1 (i.e. wavelength 
much smaller than the scale of inhomogeneity),  
the spatial averaging, which of course should cover 
an area spanning many correlation lengths, will 
be taken over many wavelengths. The average of 
the waves will diminish due to non-random term 
phase interference, if no phase corrections for 
waves at different points have been implemented. 
Therefore,  as we take the spatial average, a phase 
correction, which corresponds to the phase change 
caused by propagation from the reference point 
to the point considered with the average velocity, 
must be performed. 

First we consider the 1-D problem. A scalar 
monochromatic  wave A e ik°x is incident on and 

propagates in a random medium along the x- 
direction. Each member  of the random medium 
family is a weakly inhomogeneous medium with 
a scale of inhomogeneity a (correlation length). 
We know that the phase deviation of the random 
wave after passing through a distance a is koaSs, 
where 8s is the fluctuation of the refractive index; 
then the wave becomes 

~O(a) = A(a) e i(k°a+k°aSs). 

When the wave travels within the second layer, 
since 8s in this layer is uncorrelated with the first 
layer and is arbitrary, we can consider the two 
layer medium as being from another  member  of 
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the random medium family, and so on. Thus for 
a wave which has traveled a distance na, 

~(na) = A(na) exp(ikona 

+i  ~. koaSs,). (3.1) 
j=l 

For a sufficiently large n, assuming the condition 
for ergodicity is nearly satisfied, we can take the 
average of these n waves as the approximation of 
the ensemble average. However,  the phase term 
e ik°"~, which has nothing to do with the random- 
ness of the medium, will interfere with the result. 
Therefore  we must perform a phase correction 
e -ik°x to eliminate the phase interference. From 
the above arguments, we conclude that for one- 
dimensional problems, the mean field at point x 
can be approximated by 

1j-0  (~0(x)) = x ~O(x') e -ik°x' dx'. (3.2) 

Here  4t(x')=A(x')e i*~x') is the measured field at 
point x' ( ~< x). Therefore  

~O(x') e-ik°x' = A(x') e i'*~x'), 

where &b(x') is the phase deviation from the field 
of the homogeneous medium. 

If the family of n waves for x = na is taken as 
a random function or a random process, the ~O(x) 
is a non-stationary process. The decrease of the 
mean of the process will approximate the 'attenu- 
ation' of the mean field, i.e. the randomization of 
the field. In the simplified model, in which the 
phase deviation by passing one layer of thickness 
a can be with equal probability either A~b~ or 
--A~ba, where A~a is a fixed small quantity, the 
total phase deviation then is a Wiener -Levy pro- 
cess with zero mean and a variance equal to 

n(Aq~a) 2=  (x/a) (Aq~a) 2 

([36], Ch. 9). We know from (1.5) that the mean 
of ~O(x) will decrease exponentially with increasing 
variance of phase deviation, which explains the 
decrease of mean field with distance x. 
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The  averaging formula for a stationary process 

_ 1 fXo+X 
(0(Xo)) - ~x  :xo-~ d/(x') e -ik°x' dx '  

would not have any use here. If the process is 
stationary, its mean should remain unchanged, and 
the decreasing nature of the mean field can not 
be obtained. 

For three dimensional isotropic problems,  in the 
case of ka >> 1, the measurements  on the trans- 

verse section (or ones that can be reduced to the 
transverse section), such as the measurements  in 
a seismic array over  many  correlation lengths, can 
be used for the calculation of the mean field. 
Different ray paths wi th  separations larger than 

the correlation length can be thought of as 
different realizations of the random medium. 
However ,  no a t tempt  has been made,  to my 
knowledge, in obtaining the experimental  value 
of the mean field of seismic waves and comparing 
them with theoretical calculations. Some authors 
simply compare  those measurements  on amplitude 
at tenuation wi th  the theoretical results for the 
mean field, or equivalently, with scattering 

coefficient calculations under  the single-scattering 
approximation.  Nevertheless,  the coherency 
measurements  using the beam forming method 
conducted by Mereu  and Ojo [37] are closely 
related to the mean field measurement ,  though no 
comparison was made  to the mean field formu-  

lation. 
The  records of Lasa, Norsa  or any large aperture  

seismic array can be used to obtain the mean field. 
Some authors have used these array data in study- 
ing the statistical propert ies  of the under-array 
media  [2, 6, 7]. We will use Aki ' s  data on phase 
fluctuation across Lasa to infer the mean field 
attenuation.  From the ampli tude fluctuation and 
phase delay fluctuation measurements  over  the 
large seismic array, Lasa, consisting of 2 1 × 2 5  
vertical seismographs and covering an area of 
d iameter  200 km, Aki derived a 10 km correlation 
length for the inhomogeneities,  and the velocity 
fluctuation index 

3' = ( ( 8 c / C o ) 2 )  = 4%. 
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From these parameters ,  we can calculate the ran- 
domization coefficient ~,. To compare  the calcu- 
lated values of v with the experiments,  we use the 
phase fluctuation data given by Aki ([2], table 1). 
In the table he listed the rms (root mean  square) 
phase fluctuations over  the seismic m-ray measured 
in the frequency range 0 . 5 H z - l . 5 H z  for 17 
events. As we pointed out, when the area of the 
seismic array is large enough to cover many corre- 
lation lengths, the spatial average over  the array 
can approximate  the ensemble average. We use 
only the data for frequencies f rom 0.5 Hz to 1 Hz. 
Above  1 Hz  there are few events to be averaged. 
The frequencies used and  the corresponding 
average rms phase fluctuations (over all events), 
as well as the numbers  of events over  which the 

averages were taken, are listed in Table 1. 

Table 1 

Randomization coefficients in the frequency range 0.5 Hz to 
1 Hz for the medium under Lasa 

N 
E (8~) 1/2 i=1 tr~b 2 y2k2a 

f(Hz) tr~b N N v~, = 2X0 ~ = 2 
(rad.) (10-a/kin) (10-3/km) 

0.5 0.57 11 3.2 2.19 
0.6 0.52 1 2.7 3.16 
0.7 0.59 5 3.5 4.30 
0.8 0.74 4 5.5 5.61 
1.0 0.94 13 8.8 8.77 

(&b~) 1/2 is the rms phase fluctuation for the ith event. N is 
the number of events over which the average is taken. 

For ka  >> 1, forward scattering is dominant.  If 
we neglect the amplitude at tenuation in calculat- 
ing the decrease of the mean field, the randomiz-  
ation coefficient v has a simple relation with the 

= . F rom (1.5) rms phase fluctuation tr~b (8~2) 1/2 
and (1.6), the ampli tude of the mean field (~) is 

obtained as 

= 1 0 o l e  

= I 'ol e -"x. (3.3) 
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Therefore, if the average propagation distance X0 
in the random medium is known, we can relate 
the randomization coefficient with the phase vari- 
ance (8~ 2) as 

(&b 2) tr~b 2 

u = 2-~0 2X0" (3.4) 

On the other hand we can calculate v from the 
medium parameter 3/and a using 

v = "g2k °2------~a (1.7) 
2 

The v value calculated from the measured o-, 
(assuming X0 = 50 km) and that from the medium 
parameters are given in Table 1 and are shown in 
Fig. 1. The square frequency dependence of v 
agrees fairly well with the measured phase fluctu- 
ations, though the data are not sufficient for a 
decisive test. 
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when the ensemble mean is taken. It has very little 
connection with amplitude attenuation. A random 
wave field is a random complex function of 
position 

¢J(r) = A ( r )  e i*(r) 

= A (r) e ~t('~(')>+s'~(')], (4.1) 

where $(r) is the random wave, A ( r )  is its ampli- 
tude, and ~b(r) is its phase. Both amplitude A and 
phase ~ are random variables. Also, ($) is the 
ensemble average of ~b, and 8~b is the fluctuating 
part. Since phase ~b usually changes much faster 
than A, we can consider A and $ as linearly 
independent random variables. Therefore 

(~) = (A)(e i*) 

= (,4) e i<'t'> e -<8~'2>/2. (4.2) 

9 - X 

.-.. 7 
E ,. 6 

X 
I 

3 

2 

I 

i a i , i 

0 . 5  0 . 8  I 

f ( H z )  

Fig. 1. Comparison of ( x ) randomization coefficient t,~ (attenu- 
ation coefficient of mean field) calculated from measured phase 
fluctuations by Aki at Lasa, Montana and (--) v, calculated by 

the mean-field formulation from the medium parameters. 

4. Ampl i tude  attenuation and mean-Reld 
attenuation 

We have shown that the mean-field attenuation 
is mainly a statistical effect due to phase 'interfer- 
ence' among members of a random wave ensemble 

The attenuation of the average amplitude (,4) is 
usually much slower than the t e r m  e -(&/'2)/2, so 
that the mean-field a t tenua t ion  is determined 
mainly by the phase-interfering term e -<8~2>/2. If 
we neglect the attenuation of the average ampli- 
tude (A), we get 

(•) = A0 e-<*'2>/2 ei<,>. (4.3) 

This is the result we obtained in (1.6). Therefore 
the mean-field attenuation derived from the para- 
bolic approximation or other approximation 
methods is merely accounted for by the statistical 
effect due to phase randomization, and has nothing 
to do with the average amplitude attenuation. 

From the above analysis, we know that the 
information concerning amplitude attenuation 
cannot be extracted or recovered from the mean 
field formulation. 

In order to derive the average amplitude attenu- 
ation, we need to remove the phase influence 
before taking the ensemble average. The best way 
is to multiply its complex conjugate to the wave 
field, which corresponds to performing a phase 
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correction for every realization of the ensemble 
before averaging. Thus we get 

(~k~b*) = <A ei6A e -i~')  = (A2) .  (4.4) 

We must solve the equation for the second 
moment (~b4s*), not for the first moment (~>, in 
order to describe the average amplitude attenu- 
ation of a random wave field. 

Recently, Wu [32] has derived the amplitude 
attenuation from the energy transfer relations 
within a random slab. The basic idea is the follow- 
ing. The random slab is sliced into layers of thick- 
ness a (correlation length) and the Born approxi- 
mation is used for each slice to calculate the scat- 
tered field. To include the multiple scattering 
effect, only the energy scattered to the back-half- 
space is considered lost (for the case that the 
wavelength is much smaller than the correlation 
length), and the energy correction is done for each 
successive slice. 

The derived amplitude attenuation has a quite 
different behavior from the mean-field attenuation 
in the high frequency range. Contrary to the mean- 
field attenuation, which has a unique frequency- 
dependence regardless of the form of the correla- 
tion function of the inhomogeneities, the 
frequency dependences of the amplitude attenu- 
ation have different forms for different correlation 
functions. For exponential correlation function, 
the equivalent inverse quality factor of scattering 
attenuation Qs ~ equals ((22) in [32]) 

2b 43"2ko3a 3 

QsZ = k---~o = 1 + 6k 2a 2 + 8k 4oa 4' 
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Therefore the apparent amplitude attenuation b, 
in the high frequency range can be approximated 
by 

2 

b ~ 3 '  4a" (4.7) 

In the case of Lasa data, taking 3" = 0.04, a = 
10km, vp=6km/sec,  we have b-~4×10-S/km 
for frequencies from 0.5 to 1 Hz. Comparing to 
Fig. 1, we can see that not only is b much smaller 
than ~,, but the frequency dependence of b is also 
quite different from that of v. In addition, from 
(4.7) the attenuation b is nearly inversely propor- 
tional to correlation a when koa is large. This 
property is expected for attenuation. In the case 
when the scale of inhomogeneities is larger than 
the wavelength, a decrease in the size of 
inhomogeneities will increase the number of scat- 
terers and therefore increase the scattering energy 
loss. This is contrary to the mean field attenuation, 
which decreases with decreasing correlation length 
a (cf. (1.7) and the related comments). 

Fig. 2 shows the comparison between the 
attenuation measurements and the theoretical 
prediction by mean field attenuation and by ampli- 
tude attenuation. The measurements were made 
by Aki in Kanto, Japan, using a single-station 
S-coda-ratio method [3]. In the calculation we 
took the intrinsic attenuation as 4 x 10 -4, based 
on the observation that most of the Q-1 curves 
converge at high frequencies to a certain value, 
which is assumed to be the intrinsic Q-1 [4]. In 
general the theoretical curve of amplitude attenu- 
ation agrees well with the measurements. The 

(4.5) discrepancy between the measured data and the 
prediction by mean-field attenuation further attest 
to the inadequacy of the mean field formulation 
for the problem of amplitude attenuation. 

where b is the attenuation coefficient of amplitude 
due to scattering, ko is the wavenumber for the 
unperturbed medium, and a is the correlation 
length. The Qs 1 curve has a peak at koa = 1. In 
the high frequency range, when koa >> 1, 

2 

Q s l =  3' (4.6) 
2koa" 
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10-2 

10-3 

/ "  N(r) = exp ( - r / a )  
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Fig. 2. Comparison between measurements of amplitude 
attenuation and theoretical predictions by the mean field 
formulation and by the amplitude attenuation formula (4.5). 

o is Q-1 of S-wave from measured data at area A, Kanto, 
Japan; 

x is Q- t  of S-wave from measured data at area B+C, 
Kanto, Japan (from Aki, 1980); 

- -  is O~l = Os  1 + Q~1, calculated Q-1 of S-wave, where 
Qs  ~ is the equivalent O - t  of scattering attenuation, and Q~-1 

is the intrinsic Q- l ,  here taken as 4 x 10 -4. 
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